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 In a VANET, the network topology is constantly changing. In fact, it requires 

distributed self-organizing security systems. In this article, we propose a 

distributed self-organizing trust management system for vehicular ad-hoc 

networks (VANETs), given the disastrous consequences of acting on false 

information sent by the malicious peers in this context. Our application can 

verify the correctness of alert messages sent by other vehicles about road 

accident. We opted to apply ambient communication technology to provide a 

self-organized network. We introduce the concept of “ambient intelligent 

vehicle” that consists in integrating ambient intelligence features in VANET. 

Vehicles are considered as intelligent agents that communicate in an ambient 

environment. Such vehicles are able to control and to detect false warning 

based on trust management system depicted in this article. Vehicles are 

arranged into clusters in order to facilitate communication and to reduce 

overhead. We model how vehicle operate using UML state diagram. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The potential of VANET applications is immense, considering the large amount of vehicles on the 

road. However, most of the VANET applications such as safety messages and hazard warning have stringent 

time requirements and malfunctioning systems and malicious attackers can cause loss of life and injury of 

due to accidents [1]. It is therefore, imperative to develop a strong security system for VANET.  

To achieve this, the vehicles act as sensors and exchange warnings or information (like current 

speed or location) that enables the drivers to react early to abnormal and potentially dangerous situations like 

accidents, traffic jams or glaze.  

Highly dynamic environments such as VANETs need an adapted form of trust establishment. 

Decisions regarding trust to other nodes must be made autonomously because no online connection to a 

security infrastructure is possible and must be based on partial information that is collected from unknown 

nodes during only a short period of time. 

Therefore self organizing trust establishment [2] is needed. Each vehicle will play the certification 

authority in order to decide about neighbor’s confidence levels. However, as this information is not relevant 

for all vehicles, ambient communication is considered to be vital for more intelligent inter-vehicular 

communication. 
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The problem of road traffic safety is addressed in [3] by integrating the vehicles and road 

infrastructure with the inexpensive wireless sensor networks (WSNs).  

Spurious exchange of alerts in VANET is discussed in [4]. In this paper, an algorithm of detecting 

false alert messages is depected. This algorithm is based on series of parameters to make a decision about the 

validity of alert messages. 

Reference [8] used Context-aware communication that is considered to be vital for more intelligent 

inter-vehicular communication.  

A multi-faceted trust model of use is anticipated in [5] for the application of ad-hoc vehicular 

networks (VANETs).  

Our proposal integrated artificial intelligence and ambient intelligence concepts in vehicular 

communication in order to design a decentralized trust management system that responds to road security 

requirements. Vehicles are considered more intelligent to detect dangerous cases through ambient 

communication and to decide false/true warning messages received from others vehicles by setup security 

rules-based system.    

For engineers and researchers, it is greatly necessary and important to modeling ambient 

communication before they start designing them for such applications [6]. For this purpose we used the UML 

state diagram to model different steps of ambient intelligent vehicle life cycle in a vehicular network taking 

into account our trust management model described in this article.  

Our paper is organized as follows: after an introduction and scientific survey of the research domain, 

the second part introduces the Ambient Intelligence technology and discusses the possibility of its integration 

in VANET. The third part explains the proposed ambient intelligent vehicle model. The fourth and the fifth 

describe the two main components of our proposal: the trust management model and the knowledge base. 

The sixth part deals with modeling the behavior of the ambient intelligent vehicle with UML state diagram. 

Future research developments are discussed in a conclusion. 

2. AMBIENT INTELLIGENT VEHICLE 

Ambient Intelligence (AmI) [7][8][9] is growing fast as a multidisciplinary approach which can 

allow many areas of research to have a significant beneficial influence into our society. An ambient system is 

a ubiquitous environment that establishes a mechanism to provide the users with all the functionality of the 

devices and local/distributed software applications in a flexible, integrated and almost transparent way for the 

end-user [10]. 

The concept of ambient intelligent vehicle consists in empowering a vehicle with the capacities of 

communicating, informing, acquiring, deciding and reacting to the disturbances of its environment. These 

capabilities permit to the vehicle to affect, to cooperate, to transform the behavior of its environment. 

Therefore, the vehicle is an intelligent actor and proactive in its ambient environment with which it interacts 

by means of wireless communication and its embarked sensors which allow the data entry of its environment.  

2.1. States of an ambient intelligent vehicle 

To switch to the communication state the vehicle must undergo a strategy to properly enter in the 

network in order to manage its own active security on the road. From its departure to its arrival, the vehicle 

passes from a group to another. In each group, it passes through precised states as shown in Figure 1. These 

states are: Announcement, Communication, Partial revocation, Broken down and finally the Total revocation.    

 
Figure 1. Possible states of ambient intelligent vehicle 

2.1.1 Announcement  

On the road, the vehicle passes from a group to another through its trajectory. When it comes into a 

group, the first action that should be done is to announce its presence to other vehicles in the group (its 

neighbors). The group leader replies this vehicle by an acknowledgement. After, the vehicle will be a 
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member of the group. Others vehicles, receiving this request, should verify the existence of coming vehicle in 

its trust model. If it doesn’t contain the coming vehicle, it should add it.  

2.1.2  Communication: 

Once the vehicle receives an acknowledgement from the group leader, it begins to communicate 

with other group members. In our case, the principal aim of this step is to cooperate with others to broadcast 

ALARM messages with the maximum of confidence. Commonly, there are no data in common between 

nodes in VANET. In our proposed system, vehicles in the same group share a reference trust model. With 

this model, each vehicle can verify the confidence level of a message sender. We clarify how to calculate this 

model later. 

2.1.3 Partial revocation: 

The vehicle should announce its exit from the group to other members. Each vehicle that detects this 

event verifies the existence of the leaving vehicle in its trust model. If it exists, the current time is saved into 

a timestamp. This timestamp is used in the total revocation step. This state is proposed to handle the fact that 

vehicle can enter many time successively to the same group in the same tour. So, we are not obliged each 

time to delete the correspondent trust value and to recalculate another time when it returns back. The vehicle 

should repeat the announcement step once it will reenter to the group.         

2.1.4 Total revocation: 

A vehicle launches the total revocation procedure periodically for all entries in the trust model. Each 

vehicle in the model that leaves the group for a long period of time without return must be deleted definitely 

(we use timestamps for this purpose). 

2.1.5 Broken down  

We put in consideration the case when a vehicle brakes down. The vehicle should repeat the 

announcement step once it’s repaired.  

2.2. Functional model  

Our model is depicted in figure 3. It can handle the security of its environment by cooperating with 

the enclosures (vehicles in the same group, the group leader, RSU). 

Each vehicle communicates with others vehicles and RSUs through wireless transmission channel. 

There are two main components that should be integrated in the vehicle: the trust management system and 

the knowledge base. 

A knowledge base is an artificial intelligent tool. We use this tool to attach to the vehicle the ability 

to make decision. It processes general information of the vehicle (rate, constructor, position, direction, 

identifier …) and information concerning trust model (referential/local trust model). It’s based on rules that 

reflect the expected vehicle behavior. The trust management model accesses the knowledge base in order to 

update trust model and to obtain the effective decision about received message correctness. When a vehicle 

detects a threat from the sensor information, it sends an ALARM message on broadcast. The receiver vehicle 

accesses its knowledge base to verify the trust value of the message sender to make the appropriate decision. 

In the following, we detail some parts of the functional model such as the trust management system 

and the knowledge base. Others parts will be described in future papers. 

 

3. TRUST MANAGEMENT MODEL 
We distinguished two ways of trust establishment for VANET: one based on a security 

infrastructure (e.g. a central CA) or be built up dynamically in a self-organizing manner. The former process 

relies on common, global, trusted and well-known system parameters (e.g. a central CA), which can be used 

for message authentication. The latter process lacks of this global knowledge and point of control and needs 

to take advantage of other trust supporting mechanisms. 

In our case, we focused to find solutions that are independent from certificated authorities. Vehicles 

are able to manage security issues by themselves through a set of control messages. We used a cluster-based 

approach to simplify communications between vehicles. We partition VANET into a number of clusters. In 

each cluster, exactly one distinguished node the Group Leader (GL) - is responsible for establishing and 

organizing the cluster. Certificated authority is not centralized but its role is distributed between all the group 

leaders. Each vehicle in a group A, has only the trust model of A. it’s not concerned with vehicles in other  
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Figure 2. Functional model of the ambient intelligent vehicle 

groups in each cluster, trust model is updated periodically and sent to RSU (Road Side Unit). The group 

leader is the responsible of fixing the value of this period that depends only on the average speed of the 

group. 

We mentioned previously that each vehicle in the group creates a local trust model that contains, for 

each vehicle in its group, its identifier and a correspondent trust value. This value is initialized for the first 

time by the confidence control process (CCP). The value is written after in the local trust model. The local 

trust model is updated periodically by the reference trust model sent by the GL to vehicles in the same 

cluster. In this article, we are not interested in explaining the CCP operation. This work will be done in the 

future.  

We describe more our trust management model in the sixth section by using UML stat chart model.  

3.1. Knowledge Database 

As opposite to nodes in others Mobile ad-hoc networks such as WSN, vehicles in VANET are 

qualified by an important capacity of memorizing. It’s possible to create a knowledge database updated 

periodically. It’s divided into two parts: Events database and rules database: 

3.1.1 Events database: 

We find in this database all knowledge necessary for vehicle to decide and to react in possible 

situations (accident, traffic …). It consists of: 

 Vehicle properties: 

These properties can be static (ex: idVehicle, constructor …) or dynamic (ex: position, acceleration, direction 

…). For the first type, it can be obtain from the constructor. And the second type of properties is collected 

from vehicle sensors.  

 Local trust model 

In a self organized architecture, vehicle should have some information about trust level of its 

neighbors in order to create trusted relationship. In [3], authors propose to collect and propagate the views of 

other nodes in an efficient, secure and scalable dynamically controlled by a diffusion of information to allow 

evaluation of information in a distributed and collaborative way. Despite the effectiveness of this solution, it 

has drawback that it depends on the existence of opinions on the confidence generated by the "Analysis 

Module". Design of this type of module would require much consideration in terms of hardware design [11]. 

Each vehicle backups a list formed by some couples (Id vehicle, trust value) for all vehicles in the 

same cluster.  

The model of confidence in the vehicle Vi: Mi is shown in table 1. 
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Table 1. trust model structure within vehicle Vi 

Vehicle 

 

Id1 

 

Id2 

 

… 

 

Idi 

 

… 

 

Idn 

 

Confidence 

value 

 

 

C1 

 

C2 

 

… 

 

Ci 

 

… 

 

Cn 

 

The establishment of this model is based on the approach of [12]. 

 

 Events 

All events occurred on the road are recorded in this database. Each recorded event has a number of 

information as occurred time and position.  When a vehicle detects an abnormal event on the road, it should 

record it and send an ALARM message, containing useful data about the detected event, in broadcast. 

3.1.2 Rules database  

There are a number of rules that should be known by each vehicle in the network: 

R1: if a vehicle A receives from a vehicle B a BYE message, the vehicle A sets the “isConnected” 

flag of B in the A trust model to false. 

R2: if a vehicle A receives from a vehicle B a HELLO message, the vehicle A verifies the existence 

of a B entry in the A trust model. 

R3: if a vehicle A receives from B a HELLO message and if an entry for B exists in the A model, 

the vehicle A sets the “isConnected” flag of B in the A trust model to true, and it updates the 

timestamp. 

R4: if a vehicle A receives from B a HELLO message and if an entry for B doesn’t exist in the A 

model, the vehicle A adds an entry for B (IdVehicle, Trust value) to its trust model. 

R5: for each entry B in the trust model of a vehicle A, if ((Current Time (CT) – Timestamp of B) >= 

max delay (Dmax)), A deletes B entry from its model. 

R6: if a vehicle A receives from a vehicle B an ALARM message, the vehicle A verifies the B trust 

value (TV) 

R7: if a vehicle A receives from a vehicle B an ALARM message and (TV of B >= threshold), B is 

trusted and the ALARM message is true. 

R8: if a vehicle A receives from a vehicle B an ALARM message and (TV of B < threshold),  B is 

not trusted and the ALARM is false. 

 

4. MODELING BY UML STATE DIAGRAM 

As a powerful and object-oriented graphical modeling language, UML has been introduced into the 

design and development of safety-critical computer systems [13]. 

UML state chart is an action diagram. State diagrams are used to describe the behavior of a system. 

It exposes the object life in its communication with others as a sequence of states. Its display the possible 

states of an object as events occur [14]. 

In this article, we opted to use UML state chart in the fact that it can describe the dynamic model of 

our trust management system and interaction between different component objects. 

4.1 Announcement state diagram 

The presence of the vehicle on the road, in the vicinity of a group, leads the vehicle entering in the 

network. It announces to other vehicles by sending a HELLO message on broadcast as shown in Figure 3. 

This message is detected by the Group Leader (GL). After this, a state of waiting for an ACK message from 

the GL begins, and it passes to a Timeout state. If the ACK is not received within the timeout interval, the 

HELLO message is retransmitted and the same process will repeat.  If it passes many times (N) through the 

Timeout state (> Nmax), it should be supposed out of the group. The reception of an ACK message means 

that it’s announced to the group and it can begin to communicate with all vehicles from which it’s received 

an ACK message.  
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Figure 3. Announcement state machine diagram 

4.2 Communication state machine diagram 

The state machine diagram of communication acts according to different types 

of messages indicated by the Figure 4; there are three types of messages that can be received in 

communication phase: 

 

 HELLO message: this message is sent by a new entering vehicle. At the reception, the vehicle 

Id will be extracted from the message packet. So, it passes to “Id veh searching in the model” 

state. If the result is “true”, the “isConnected” flag is set to 1, and the timestamp (T), attached to 

the vehicle that sent the HELLO message, is updated; else it starts the CCP agent to calculate 

trust value and it passes to the “adding (Id, trust value) entry”. Finally, it returns to the 

“communication” state,    

 BYE message: this message is sent by a leaving vehicle. As the case of HELLO message, it 

extracts the vehicle Id from the message packet and it passes to “Id veh searching in the model” 

state. If true, it positioned in the “Setting isConnected” flag in order to set the flag to 0. 

Furthermore, it updates a timestamps T attached to the vehicle that sent the BYE message. 

 ALARM message: where an unexpected event occurs on the road, the vehicle, observing it, 

should broadcast an ALARM message. For security purposes, each vehicle, receiving it, should 

verifying the source trust value in its local trust model if it exists. It enters to “Alarm message 

treatment” if the trust value exceeds a minimal threshold (TVmin). So, it adds the unexpected 

event in its knowledge base, and it forwards the message.  

 RefTM message: the reference trust model (RefTM) message is sent periodically by the GL to 

other vehicles in the group. It contains the trust model calculated by the GL based on the 

average of different trust models calculated by other vehicles and sent to GL that accumulates 

them in one referential. After receiving this message, vehicle updates its local trust model. 

When the “updating local trust model” state finishes, it returns to the “Communication” state. 

 

A vehicle, in the “communication” state, should send periodically its local trust model; this task is 

presented by the “sending local trust model” state. 

The state “verifying vehicles thresholds” is presented in the “Communication” diagram in order to 

manage vehicle automatic revocation from the local trust model. When the delay between current time and T, 

exceeds a threshold Tmax, it passes to the “deleting (Id, trust value) entry” state. And after, it returns to the 

“communication” state. 
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Figure. 4. Communication state diagram 

4.3 Revocation state diagram 

When a vehicle decides to leave the group, it sends a BYE message on broadcast. After this, it 

follows the same mechanism described in the announcement diagram in order to be sure that the message is 

received by at least the GL. The Figure 5 presents the revocation steps. 

 

 
Figure 5. Revocation state diagram 
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
To make vehicular networks viable and acceptable to consumers, we need to establish secure 

protocols that satisfy the stringent requirements of this application space. We integrate the ambient 

communication technology to VANET, aiming at a solution that is both comprehensive and practical. We 

identified  the  necessary  elements  and  functions  in  the  process  of  trust  evaluation. We proposed a 

complete procedure of establishing trust model that begins by vehicle announcement to the group in order to 

communicate its identifier with neighbors, and after, begins communication with them, and finishes by 

vehicle leaving the cluster. We proposed a new way of trust management based on adding new skils to the 

vehicle to be an ambient intelligent object. This vehicle has a knowledge base used to make appropriate 

decisions about ALARM messages received. We used the UML state machine diagram for process modeling 

and validation. 

Our goal is to pave the way for future work in implementing and simulating our trust management 

model to more evaluate the impact of the added value of our approach on the treatment of broadcast ALARM 

messages between vehicles.  
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